
 
 

Sunrise / RORC Caribbean 600 Giveaway  

 
Terms and Conditions 

 

Prize Details 

Cyclops Marine will award credit to be spent in Cyclops Marine’s online store to the winner 

of this competition. 

 

• If the winner resides in the UK, store credit will be £1,500. 

• If the winner resides in United States of America store credit will be $2,000 (USD). 

• If the winner resides in the Eurozone it will be €1,800.  

• If the winner resides outside of these areas it will be $2,000 (USD).   

 

 

Entry Restrictions 

 

Entrants must be 18 years old or over. 

 

Each person is limited to a single entry – multiple submissions are prevented by the 

competition form but if this has been circumvented by the winner they will be denied prizes 

and none of their entries will be valid.  

 

Determination of winners 

The winner will be the person who guesses the value closest to the maximum load recorded 

by Sunrise’s data logging system (to the nearest KG) between while racing in the 2022 

RORC Caribbean 600.  

 

Only entries in KG will be valid.  

 

In the event of a tie i.e. two or more guesses are exactly correct, or two or more guesses are 

equidistant from the true value of the maximum load recording Cyclops Marine will 

randomly select a winner from the two (or more) participants involved. 

 

The winner will be notified by email within 7 days of the closing date and must respond 

within 14 days of receiving this email to claim their prize. In the initial email to the winner 

Cyclops Marine will ask for some information and a picture for use in a social media 

announcement.  

 

Once this is received Cyclops Marine will ensure that the winner receives their prize but 

reserve the right to delay this until the winner is ratified. 

 

Cyclops Marine will then request images of load sensing equipment in use by the winner, 

along with feedback from the winner when they have received and used prizes.  

 



The winner must agree to Cyclops Marine publicising their name and must agree to providing 

quotes and images for use in promotional material. If they do not agree to this Cyclops 

Marine reserves the right to award the prize to the next closest entry. 

 

How to enter  

To enter, complete the form provided by Cyclops Marine via their website before 11.59 pm 

on 9th April 2022.  

 

Only entries submitted through the official online form before 11.59 pm on 9th April 2022 

will be valid. 

 

 

 

 

 


